Unexpected chromosomal alterations in *Tayassu tajacu* (Artiodactyla: Tayassuidae) in captivity
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Abstract

Wild animals have been used as bioindicators in situations in which the environment was exposed to chemical agents. In general, chemical agents may induce chromosomal aberrations, such as breaks and gaps. The peccary, *Tayassu tajacu* is a pig relative that exhibits a very stable karyotype with the only described alterations being of the form of the X chromosome. Chromosomal gaps and breaks were observed at high frequencies during cytogenetics analyses. These alterations were observed in the chromosomes autossomics. Reviews of the literature and of the data described herein suggests that an vermifuge, the ivermectin base, was the most likely cause of these chromosomal alterations.
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Introduction

Wild animals are used to study genotoxicity and mutagenicity of chemical agents to understand the consequences of these chemical agents in wild populations.1,2 These chemical, stress-causing, agents usually enter the environment because of accidental spills, from indiscriminant use of chemicals in agriculture and mining, and from industrial wastes and by-products. Organisms may suffer in its set of chromosomal alterations during irregular nuclear division, or accidents can happen (due to radiation or to chemicals). The occurrence of chromosomal alterations in the form of breaks are linked genics mutations, due to most mutagens studied to date induce these kinds of chromosomal alterations and genics mutations.3 These mutagens also are often carcinogenic.

In the last years, interest has increased in the occurrence, importance and consequences of potential genotoxic activity of a variety of drugs and chemicals. Concurrently, interest has also increased in the potential to cause genics mutation or chromosome aberration of these chemicals. At the same time, to combat parasite infections in a variety of animals, large doses of therapeutic agents are required4,5, and these same antiparasitics chemicals may also have mutagenic effects on the organisms they are designed to protect. To date, for example, no antihelmintic agents have been shown to be risk-free.5

Two species of wild pigs are known to occur in nature in Brazil: the collared...
Materials and Methods

Four males and six females of the collared peccary from the ranch, Fazenda da Praia (BR 376, Km 454), in the Ponta Grossa municipality, in Paraná State, were analyzed cytogenetically. Peripheral blood was collected in the field and lymphocytes were obtained from the sample by culture following Moorhead et al.15, with modifications. Slides were colored using conventional procedures (Giemsa at 10%), then analyzed, with the best metaphases being photographed. When chromosomal alterations were observed in this sample, a second sample was taken five months after the first from the same individuals. Chromosomal alterations types were identified and the frequency of chromosomal alterations were obtained according to Beiguelman16,17, respectively. Examples from nine of the individuals studied were used, in order to obtain samples of the best quality. Thirty cells per individual were examined, sketched and analyzed. Results from this study were compared to the same data taken from two ranch employees and two horses. This group had taken no vermifuge, used the same water source as the peccaries. Additionally, the horses ate the same feed as the peccaries.

To attempt to determine the possible agents of the chromosomal alterations, a questionnaire was developed and given to the employees responsible for the animals. This questionnaire was given in the form of an interview, enclosing information as: types of medicines, therapeutics indications, data of medicine, dosage, composition, frequency of use, feeding type, origin of the feeding, storage of the feeding and localization of the captivity.

Results, Discussion and Conclusions

The karyotype of the Collared Peccary is 2n=30 and NA=46. The X chromosome is acrocentric median and the Y is acrocentric, smaller chromosome of the set, the same as that found in other studies.8,10,13 Chromosomal alterations were in the form of gaps and breaks of the chromatids and isochromatids16, which varied from 20-53% of the cells observed (Figure 1). The alterations occurred in the larger chromosomes of the complement, in the short arms of metacentric of the pair 1 chromosomes (Figure 2a) and in the long arms of subtelocentric of the pair 2 chromosomes (Figuras 2b,d). These same alterations also occurred in the metacentric chromosome pairs 3, 4 or 5 (Figure 2c) and in the acrocentric pairs 8 or 9 (Figure 2d). Three metaphases showed multiple breaks and gaps (Figure 2e).

No alterations of any kind were observed in the chromosomes taken from ranch employees and horses cells. Prior to this study, chromosomal variation in T. tajacu had only been in the form of the X chromosome (metacentric or submetacentric in North America9,12 and telocentric in Brazil8,10,13) and one translocation chromosomal polymorphism was detected in single specimen of sample from São Paulo State, before chromosomes X and of pair 813.

During the interviews with questionnaires, it was discovered that an anthelmintic had been applied, which have as solution basic the ivermectin. This application had taken place eight months and
Ivermectin is again 26 days prior to the first sample collection. Ivermectin is a potent monocyclical lactone which pertains to the class of compounds known as avermectins. Ivermectin has high activity levels and an ample vermicidal spectrum, for both, endo and ectoparasites, and is used for parasite control in cattle, pigs and sheep.

In the literature it is reported that antihelmintics in general have high toxicities with clastogenic, teratogenic and possibly mutagenic activities. More specific studies of antihelmitic compounds have shown mutagenic activities in various bacterial assays and in animal cells, including those of humans. The following drugs have also shown mutagenic activity: pyrvinium pamoate and pyrantel pamoate, with effects in various lineages of *Escherichia coli* and *Salmonella typhimurium*. Niridazole, which is mutagenic and carcinogenic in bacteria, *Neurospora crassa* and in mammal tissue cultures; derivatives of benzimidazole, with effects in *S. typhimurium*; albendazole, with possible teratogenic effects during early stages of pregnancy in some domestic animals; mebendazole and thiabendazole, which induce the formation of abnormal sperm cells in rats.

Studies in humans and pigs show that praziquantel can induce high frequencies of polyploid lymphocytes as well as structural aberrations. Albendazole, mebendazole, praziquantel and ivermectin, while very useful for parasite control, are at least potentially embriotoxic, fetotoxic, mutagenic and teratogenic. Ivermectin has also been associated with palatal fissures and inexplicable maternal deaths in mice. The size of the gene *mdr-3* (from the retrovirus LTR) transcript for mutant rats sensitive to ivermectin is different than that for the transcript of wild rats.

Despite the fact that our study includes captive animals, we believe that our data are valid and are in agreement with Fox. When affirm that “investigation of Chemically induced in population wildlife may identify the potential risk to sub population humans. Evidence evaluated using the epidemiologic criteria may assist environmental managers to determine whether a substantive case can be made to initiate preventive or remedial action”.

Altered chromosome structure in peccaries is here demonstrated for the first time in any populations, captive or otherwise. Also, the potential agent inducing such alterations appears to be action of the ivermectin. Further controlled studies should be carried out to test the potentiality read of the drug.
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Resumo

Os animais silvestres têm sido utilizados como bioindicadores quando o ambiente é exposto a estressores químicos. Em geral, os agentes químicos podem induzir às alterações cromossômicas dos tipos falhas e quebras. *Tayassu tajacu*, é uma espécie aparentada dos porcos verdadeiro e apresenta uma grande estabilidade cariotípica. As únicas alterações descritas são em relação a forma do cromossomo X. Foram observadas falhas e quebras cromossômicas durante as análise citogenética. Estas alterações foram detectadas em cromossomos autossômicos. Levantamentos realizados na literatura associados aos dados observados nos exemplares estudados, indicam um vermiculfo, a base de ivermectina, como o possível causador dessas alterações cromossômicas.
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